
From Shaw Jeremy CPC
Sent Wednesday July 11 2018 540 PM
To Kearstin Dischinger kdischinger bridgehousing com
Subject RE infrastructure plan

I am open to dropbox too if onedrive is too clunky We can also ask KID and Joe if they have opinions

JEREMY SHAW
I

Senior Planner
I

SF PLANNING 1415 5759135

From Shaw 3eremy CPQ
Sent Wednesday 3uly 11 2018 355 PIVI

To Lesk Emily ECN
Subject RE infrastructure plan

That was my understanding as well I guess I didn't understand Kearstin's concern about limited contact Anyway I'll

let you handle it

Attached is the schedule update

The most significant change I made was something to advancing the 2
d

draft of the D4D and IMP Kearstin had

September 2019 as final draft deadlines for those I think that's really ambitious But if we want to go for it we're going

to need a second draft in June at least

PS I also sent you a onedrive link because google docs is hard to format Is there anyway you can add onedrive to your

computer the developer ESA team also uses it Sorry to harp on this document sharing thing I just think that

emailing versions is going to get confusing once we share with the developer team

JEREMY SHAW
I

Senior Planner
I

SF PLANNING 1415 5759135

From Lesk Emily ECN
Sent Wednesday 3uly 11 2018 331 PIVI

To Shaw 3eremy CPQ
Subject RE infrastructure plan

I will gladly facilitate infrastructure meetings with developer and City agencies as frequently as the developer can

realistically prepare new materials documents to discuss The idea of as-needed meetings before the infrastructure plan

is submitted and a standing monthly meeting time after the EEA is submitted came from what Potrero has found to

work But I'm not wedded to it and definitely see the benefits of more frequent meetings pre submittal

Emily Lesk

Direct 415 554-6162

Email emilylesksfgov org

From Shaw Jeremy CPC
Sent Wednesday July 11 2018 300 PM
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To Lesk Emily ECN
Subject FW infrastructure plan

Hi Emily

Thanks for the comments on the schedule yesterday

I am finishing up the milestones tab which includes monthly infrastructure master plan meetings as needed Was that

your understanding And if needed is there a reason why they couldn't communicate with the agencies in between

Jeremy

JEREMY SHAW
I

Senior Planner
I

SF PLANNING 1415 5759135

From Kearstin Dischinger mai Ito kdisch i ncier a bridclehousi nacom
Sent Wednesday 3uly 11 2018 231 PIVI

To Lesk Emily ECN Shaw 3eremy CPQ
Cc 3oe Kirchofer Joe Kirchofer aavalonbay com

Subject infrastructure plan

H I there

Our design team is going to put an agenda together for the August kick off meeting They will have a hearty list of

questions to kick the agenda off and focus the conversation They have some concerns about having limited contact with

the agencies prior to the submittal of the draft plan but they are willing to give this approach a try Perhaps the process

will be more apparent after the kick off meeting

Please let us know when you have dates for this

Also we are hoping to have an outline from the City around what the infrastructure plan and a sense of the level of

detail needed for the draft plan

Thanks again Kearstin

Kearstin Dischinger I Project Manager and Policy Planner

BRIDGE Housing 1
4153213515
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